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**Anisotropic tracking of sea ice motion along discontinuities**

Sea ice is the fastest moving geophysical scale solid on earth. It moves along the surface of the polar oceans at a rate of ~10 km/day and is driven by forces from the air, sea, internal ice stresses, and land boundaries. Sea ice motion is often computed using optical flow techniques which work well when the sea ice is considered at continuum scales of 5-10 km or greater. However, many of these techniques fail at higher resolution because of discontinuities in the flow field due to the presence of leads, ridges, and other damage zones (e.g., rubble fields). Over the past few years, a research team at the University of Delaware has applied a series of new computer vision techniques constrained by geophysical principles to resolve sea ice motion below the continuum scales. The newest development is an algorithm that can compute the motion along the discontinuity itself at scales down to the pixel resolution of the imagery. This and other techniques will be explained as part of a concept we are developing called a “Map of Moving Topography” or MMT.